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Abstract 
0 implies that there is a countably compact noncompact space X so that XXX is 
hereditarily normal. 
This shows that the following statement is independent from ZFC: Every countably 
compact X with XXX hereditarily normal is compact. 
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1. Introduction 
It is well known that any compact X with X X X perfectly normal is metrizable 
[ll; 2, 4.2.B], and Chaber [l; 2, 3.12.23el proved that any countably compact X 
with XXX perfectly normal is compact (hence metrizable). 
So one can ask if the hereditary normality of X x X implies X metrizable for X 
compact, or X compact for X countably compact. 
In [S] Nyikos sketched a proof that MA + 7CH implies the existence of a 
compact nonmetrizable X with XXX hereditarily normal; for a detailed proof 
see [3], and Gruenhage [31 showed that CH implies the same thing. No results in 
ZFC are known. 
An old result of Katctov [4; 2, 2.7.16al says that if XX Y is hereditarily normal 
then either X is perfectly normal or all countable subsets of Y are closed discrete. 
This implies that countably compact spaces X with X XX hereditarily normal are 
perfectly normal. 
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Weiss [12] shows that MA + 7 CH implies that perfectly normal countably 
compact spaces are compact. 
Here we assume 0 and construct a countably compact, noncompact X with 
XXX hereditarily normal. So the statement: 
All countably compact spaces X with X X X hereditarily normal are 
compact 
is independent from ZFC. 
Note that our example cannot be obtained by taking a subspace of the 
Gruenhage or Nyikos spaces since any compact space with hereditarily normal 
square is first countable so its countably compact subspaces are compact. 
Also the KatEtov result mentioned above implies that if X is countably compact 
and XXX XX hereditarily normal then X is compact. 
Our notation and terminology are standard see [2,5]. 
2. Construction 
We show that an Ostaszewski space X, see [9], can be constructed so that 
XXX is hereditarily normal. 
It is not hard to construct an Ostaszewski space X whose square XXX is not 
normal. Also, one can construct an Ostaszewski space with a normal but not 
hereditarily normal square; after going through the construction in this paper the 
reader will be able to do this easily. (We are grateful to Ronnie Levy for asking if 
our construction was necessary, namely if all Ostaszewski spaces have hereditarily 
normal squares, or if the normality of the square implies its hereditary normality.) 
We need some notation. Let 
A={ (YEw~:(Y isnotasuccessor}={aEwi: c~isalimit}U{O}, 
A’= {aEW i: (Y is a limit of limit ordinals} ,
and 
For LY <wi, let A, =A na. 
The product topology on (x, a) x (x, a) is denoted by u X (T. 
For a set A, [A]” = {B CA: 1 B 1 = K} and [A]<” = (B CA: 1 B 1 <K). 
We say that a subset XC w1 x w1 is 2-countable iff there is an (Y < wi such that 
Xc (a x o,> u (wl x a). Otherwise we say that X is 2-uncountable. See [lo]. 
If A and B are sets we say that A is compatible with B iff either A c B or 
BcAorAnB=@. 
A set A is compatible with a family 37 iff A is compatible with each B EL%“, 
and two families &’ and 58 are compatible iff every A E& is compatible with 9. 
If A CXX Y, dom A = {a: Elb)[(a, b) EAI}, ran(A) = lb: (%)[(a, b) fall. 
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Theorem 2.1. Assume 0. There exists a countably compact, noncompact space X 
such that X x X is hereditarily normal. 
Proof. Using CH list all infinite countable subsets of w1 X wr as (A,: CY E A \{O)) 
so that for each (Y EA \{O), A, ccz x a. 
Using 0, fix a sequence (B,: LY E A’) of subsets of w1 X o1 such that: 
(i) (Va E A’>[B, E [(a x a>\A]*l; 
(ii> (VCI E A’>(Vp < (Y)[ I B,\[((Y\~) x a! u CI x (cr\p)l I < 01; and 
(iii) for every 2-uncountable Xc (wr x wr> \A there is an (Y E A’ with B, cX. 
Again by 0, let (C,: LY E A \{O}) be a sequence of subsets of w, such that: 
(a) (Vcu E A \ {OMC, E [aPI; 
(b) (Va E A \IOl>W/3 < a)[ I C, n P I < WI; and 
cc> (VXE [w,l”lX3~ EA\{OI)[C, cX1. 
Finally,for~~A’letf,:A,-,cu~c-ux[a]<”besuchthatforeveryx~a~c-u 
x [al<@, f;‘(x) is cofinal in ff. 
We construct a topology T on w1 so that X= (or, T) is locally compact, 
countably compact, Hausdorff, perfectly normal, O-dimensional and X X X heredi- 
tarily normal, The initial segments of wr will be open in X, hence X will not be 
compact. 
By induction on LY E A we construct, for (Y <p < (Y + w, families (V,: k < w} of 
subsets of p + 1 with each Uak containing the point /3. Let TV be the topology on y 
generated by {Up”: k < w A p < y} as a subbasis. 
We also construct a countable pairwise disjoint family 8, consisting of compact 
open sets of r,+, such that (Y + w = U Ha. Let 0, = U{O X 0: 0 E a,). 
We require, at stage (Y EA, that: 
(1) rce+, is a Hausdorff topology on (Y + w; 
(2) for every p < (Y + w, {UP .k k < w) is a (clopen) basis for the point p in 
((Y + w, r,+,) consisting of compact sets (in T~+~); 
(3) for every p < (Y + w, <Up”: k < o) is decreasing; 
(4) for everyp<a+o, T~=T,+, 
(a + W, r,+,); 
W?(P), i.e., (p, TV) is an open subspace of 
(5) [a, (Y + w> c cl,a+wCol; 
(6) if A, c A and dom(A,) is closed discrete in (a, T,) then (Y E 
Cl, +w[domU,)l; 
(7) if A, n A = fl and there do not exist a compact subset L of ((Y, T,) and a 
finite subset F of A, with 
A,~(Lx~~)~(~IxL)uU{~~:~EF}, 
then 
[a, a + ~1 x [at a +w) ~Cl,~+,xi,+,Aa; 
(8) if (Y E A’ then 
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(9) for every p E A, and 6 E [a, LY + w) there is an m < w such that for every 
k>m and OE@~,, 
onu+fl +ocu$ 
(10) for every p E A,, 5 E [a, (Y + w), and k <w, 
I{ 0 E @P : 0 is not compatible with Ul) I< w ; 
(11) for every 0 E 8, there are 5 < CY + w and k < w such that 0 = U:; 
(12) @a is a pairwise disjoint open cover of LY + o; 
(13) for every /3 EA,, 
1 [O E @P: 0 is not compatible with @a} 1 < w. 
Let (-u’=a+w~w=min[A’\(a+l>] and f,,(a) = (x, y, F). We require fur- 
thermore: 
(14) if (x, y} u F ca and {x, y] f’F = fl let O(x), O(y) E 8, contain x and y 
respectively. Then: 
- for any p E F n A, ~9~ is compatible with HP, 
- (O(x) u O(y)) n F = (d, and 
- if x Zy, O(x) fl O(y) = Pr. 
At the end let 7 be the topology on w1 generated by U n < w~a as a basis and let 
x= (w,, 7). 
The sets 0, are used to show that any pair H, K of separated subsets of X XX 
with H countable and K 2-uncountable can be separated by open sets. The crucial 
property of the 0, is that 
Cl,,,O, = 0, u A; 
this follows from our induction condition (9); see Lemma 2.11. Conditions (lo)-(14) 
are needed to get (9). 
Before we start the construction, we show that each of (101, (131, and (14) gives 
us a bit more: 
Lemma 2.2. Assume that Cl)-(14) hold. Then we have: 
(10’) for every p E A, U (a}, 5 < CY + w, and k <w, 
I{ 0 E &“b: 0 is not compatible with U/‘} 1 < w ; 
(13’) for every P, y E A, U {a), 
II 0 E HP : 0 is not compatible with HY,) 1 < w ; and 
(14’) if (Y =A’, then for every (x, y, F) E (Y X (Y X [c-uI<~ with Ix, y) n F = @, 
there is a y EA, with (x, y} u F c y and if O(x), O(y) E 6” contain x and Y 
respectively, then : 
- for any p E F n A, RY is compatible with BP; 
- (O(x) u O(y)) n F = @; and 
- if x z y, O(x) n O(y) = 6. 
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Proof. (10’) If p + w < 5 let y = sup(A n ,_$I so y > p. Then (10’) follows from (10) 
for y. Let p + w > 5, then each ZJ6 , k being compact, is covered by finitely many 
members of Ho. So any other member of HO is disjoint from U:, hence compatible 
with it. 
(13’) If p < y this follows from (13) for y. If p > y then each 0 E 8; is covered 
by the pairwise disjoint open family Hp. By (11) for y, members of RY are compact. 
Finish the proof as in the above paragraph. 
(14’) Let 5 = max({x, y} u F), and let 5’ = < + w. o = min[A’\@ + l)]. Since 
f;‘l (x, y, F) is cofinal in 5’ there is a y EA,,\(C + 1) with fs,(y) = (x, y, F). 
Note that y’= y + w .w = min[A’\(y + l)] is equal to <‘, hence f,,(y) = 
(x, Y, F). 
Then (14) for y shows that (14’) holds. 0 
Now we do the construction. 
If (Y = 0, the points 0 G /3 <w are isolated. For k, p < o set Up” = I@ and 
Ho = {{k): k < w). The conditions (l&(14) hold trivially. 
Let (Y E A with (Y > 0. Let LY’ = (Y + w . w and let f,, be given. 
If A, CA and dom(A,) is closed discrete in ((Y, 7,) let D,, = dom(A,). 
Otherwise let D, = @. Pick b, E A, such that D, cb, + w is such 6, exists, 
otherwise let b, = - 1. 
If the assumption of (7) is satisfied for A, let (K,: n CO> be an increasing 
sequence of compact open subsets of (a, TV> covering (Y, and list IO,: p E A,) as 
(05 12 <w}. 
For rz < w pick p,, = (p,“, pi> EA, such that 
p,P(K,x~)u(axK,,)U UOk, 
k<n 
and both p,” and p: are different from any of the previously picked pi, pi for 
k <n. 
This can be done since the assumption of (7) implies 
A,\ (LXcu)U((YXL)U UOk #@ 
[ k<n 1 
where L=K,U(pi: k<nr\i<2}. 
Let 0; = {p,: n <w), D, = {p:: n <w A i < 21, and note that D, is closed 
discrete in ((Y, 7,): since the K, are open, contain only finitely many points of D,, 
and cover (Y. 
If the assumption of (7) is not satisfied let D, = @. 
Pick b, E A, such that D, c b, + w if such b, exists, otherwise let 6, = - 1. 
Note that C, is closed discrete in (cu, 7,). Pick a b, E A, with C, c b, + o if 
such b, exists, otherwise let b, = - 1. 
If (Y E A’, using (ii) and (i) from the definition of the B,, for n < w pick 
qn = <s,“, 4:) EB u 
= suplq:: n < w}. 
so that max(qi, q:} < min{qi+,, qrf+J and (Y = sup{& n < w) 
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Let Dj = (qn: n <w}, D, = {ql: n <o A i < 21, and note that D, is closed 
discrete in (a, ray>. 
If cr6A’ let D3=@. 
Note that since D = D, U D, U C, U D, is closed discrete in (a, ra> each 
OE U@: PEA&b . emg compact, contains at most finitely many points from D. 
List o x w as (sI: I < w> such that for each (m, n) E w X w and i < 4 there are 
infinitely many k <w with sqk+i = (m, n). Also list A, as (PI: I < 0). 
By induction on I < w we choose finite G, CA,, points t:, t: ED, and compact 
open u(tF), U(t:> containing t: and t: respectively. We require: 
(I) (V/3, y E G,)(VO E @a)<Vi < 2)[t( E 0 -+ 0 is compatible with @,I; 
(II) (t;, t;, n lJ(0 E 6”: /? E G, A (ilk < ZX3i < 2)[t; E 011 = ti; 
(III) ($3 E G,)Htj’, t:> c U HP]; and 
(IV) t; # t; + (VP E G,)(VO E Q[(t;, t;) QZ 01. 
If b, = b, = b, = - 1, let G_, = @, otherwise let G_, = (max(b,, b,, b,)}. 
Let 12 0. If any of the D,, D,, D, is empty skip the case dealing with it. 
Case 0: I= 0 (mod 4). Assume D, # @, hence D, is infinite. Assume b, # - 1. 
So D, c U Bb,. Let G, = G,_, U {PI). Note that the set 
@=(OE@~:~EG,A [(3k<Z)(3<2)[t+O] 
v(3r E G,)[O not compatible with &Y] 1) 
is finite because of (13’) for max(G,), and since each ep is pairwise disjoint. Hence 
U U contains only finitely many points of D, so pick t E D,,\ IJ 6’. Let t,a = tj = t. 
Note that (III) holds because of the definition of G _ ,. 
Assume b, = - 1. So D, is unbounded in LY and LY E A’. Here we use (14’). Let 
F = G,_, u (t;: k < 1 A i < 2) u (pi). Define d as in the above paragraph replacing 
G, by F n A. So we pick t E Do\ U B such that max(F) + w < t. 
Pick y satisfying (14’) for (t, t, F) and let G, = G,_, UC/S!, y), t: = t: = t. 
Note that ti E U 8’ for p E G,_, u {pJ so (I) is satisfied by (14’). The condi- 
tion (II) follows from the second condition of (14’) together with the above 
observation, and the fact that ti < y, hence covered by 8,. 
Case 1: I = 1 (mod 4). Assume D, f @, hence D, is infinite. 
Assume b, # - 1. Define G, and U as in the first part of Case 0. Since the 
assumptions of (7) are satisfied there is a p = (p’, p’> E 0; with p e (U RX a) 
u (a x U 8) u U(0,: p E G,) (the K, are open so each compact subset of (Y is 
contained ‘in some K,). Let t: =p” and ’ - t, p ‘. Note that (IV) holds since 
p P LNO,: /3 E GJ. 
Assume b, = - 1. Define F and d as in the second part of Case 0. Pick a 
P=(P’, P’>ED; with p~(lJBx(~)U(~yx lJ@)U U(0,: /~EF~IA), and 
max(p’, p,‘) > max(F) + w. This can be done since D, is unbounded in (Y and 
( U d x CW) u ((Y x U @) u U (0,: p E F n A) contains only finitely many points of 
0;. 
Pick y satisfying (14’) for (p’, p’, F) and let G, = G,_, U iPI, y), t: = PO and 
t; =pl. 
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Conditions (I)-(III) are checked as in Case 0 and (IV) follows from the third 
condition of (14’1. 
Case 2: 1~ 2 (mod 4). Same as Case 0, replace D, by C,. 
Case 3: 1~ 3 (mod 4). Same as Case 1, b, = - 1. Replace D, by D, and p by q. 
Now for 1 < w and i < 2 define 
U(t;) = U{OE@& /~EG&EO}. 
Note that (I) and (III) imply that each U(t;> = 0 for some 0 E lJ($: p E G,). 
Observe also that if t # u then U(t) f’ U(u) = 6. Since: if k < 1 then U(ti) and 
U(t/) are compatible by (I) and the above observation. Also tj P U(ti) by (II) and 
since t/ E U(t/> E U{&$: p E G,), (II) implies tt QE U(t/), so by the compatibility 
U(Q n U(tf> = pr. 
If k = 1, (IV) shows that U(tF> f~ U(tj) = 6. 
To define iYak+,,: for k, n <w, let Ucuk+,, = (a + n} u lJ(U(t;): 12 k A [(21= 0 
(mod 4) A i = 1 A (3m)[s, = (m, n>l> V (21 f 0 (mod 4) A i = 1 A (3m)[s, = 
(m, n)]) v (21 f 0 (mod 4) A i = 0 A Elm)[s, = (n, m)l)D. 
Check that (l&(10) hold: 
(9) Fix p E A, th en p = p, for some m. Fix 5 E [(Y, (Y + w). For 12 m and 
i < 2 each U(tf) is compatible with “a since p E G,,, c G,. But then if 0 E &‘p 
intersects U(t;> we have that 0 c U(t;). This shows (91. 
(4) Follows from the construction. 
(1) Let x+yEa+w. If x, y <(Y this follows from (4). If x, y > (Y then 
U~nU~=@.Soletx<cu<y.FixpEA,andOEB, withxEO.SincetheU(t) 
are pair-wise disjoint, fl k cwUYk = (y}, so let k be such that x E Uy” and Uy” 
satisfies (9). Then 0 n Uy” = fl, finishing the proof that TV+,,, is Hausdorff. 
(Note: one need not use (9) to show (11.) 
Conditions (2) and (3) are easy to check. 
(5) Fix k, n <w and show C, n U,“,, ##. Pickan l&k with 1=2(mod4)and 
s, = (n, n). Then t: = t,? E C, and t: E U(t:) c U,“,,. 
Condition (61 has the same proof. 
(7) Fix k, m, n < o and show A, f~ <U,“t, X U,“t,> f 6. Pick an 12 k with 1s 1 
(mod 4) and s, = (m, n). Then <tF, t,‘) EA,, t! E U(tF> c U,“,,, and t: E U(ti) c 
UC!+,. 
Condition (8) has the same proof. 
(101 Fix p E A, and 5 E [a, (Y + w). Then p = p, for some m <co, hence if 
k 2 m, Uck is compatible with BP. 
If k < m then 17: = U;” u U f E ,U(t> for some finite T c {t;: 1 < w A i < 2). But 
each U(t >, t E T is in lJ (@[i: ,.$ E A,}, and since there are only finitely many of 
them there is a y < (Y with each U(t), t E T, a member of U (at: 5 E A,,}. So by 
(13’) for y, each U(t) is not compatible with at most finitely many members of @‘a. 
So the set 
&={OE@“: (3tET)[O not compatible with U( t ) v U( t ) c 0] 
vu;” co) 
is finite, and @‘a\& is compatible with UEk. 
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Now we construct 8, and show that (11) - (14) hold. 
Recall that (Y’ = (Y + w . w and that f,, is as defined at the beginning of the 
proof. 
Let f,,(a) = (x, y, F) and assume that ix, y) U F ca and {x, y} n F = Id. 
Let x0=x, x1 =y and list ((u +o)\{x, y} as ix,: k 2 2). List (HP: p EA,) as 
I&: k < 0). 
Note that for any x < (Y + w and a finite S CA, there is an m < o with U,” 
compatible with lJ{&$: p E S) for each k > m: Let m be such that Uxm c n{O E @‘: 
p E S AX E 0}, and which satisfies (9) for each p E S with x E lJ B’. 
Let Ui, and Ui, be such that they are compatible with U{@‘P; p 6 F n Al, 
(J.$ u U$ n F = @, and, furthermore, if x f y, Ux’,, n Ui, = @. Let 0 = Ujo,, 0’ = 
XI’ 
For k 2 2 if xk E U ji kOj let Ok = @, otherwise let U:, be compatible with 
lJ{b’: j <k} and Uik n U j,kOi= @. Let Ok = Uik. 
If the conditions on f,,(a) are not satisfied, list LY + o as ix,: k 2 2) and repeat 
the above paragraph. 
Observe that (ll), (12) and (14) hold. And for (13): Fix p E A, so HP = Bk for 
some k <w. Each 0’ for l> k is compatible with @P. If 1 <k 0’ is not 
compatible with at most finitely many members of HP by (11) and?l;)‘). So there 
are only finitely many members of 6’P not compatible with @a. 
This finishes the construction. 
Clearly X is locally compact, Hausdorff, and O-dimensional. 
Fact 2.3. X is countably compact. 
Proof. Assume not. Let D be a closed discrete subset of X of size w. Then the set 
{(d, d): d E D} is listed as some A, and since the conditions of (6) are satisfied 
(Y E C1,D. Hence X is countably compact. 0 
Fact 2.4. X is not compact. 
Proof. For LY < o1 let U, = (Y. By (4) the U, form an open cover of X, and there is 
no finite subcover. q 
Lemma 2.5. For each (Y < wl, C~,[(Y, a + w) = o1 \a. 
Proof. This follows by induction, using (51, since each CP is cofinal in p. 0 
Lemma 2.6. If H is an uncountable subset of wI then 
Iw,\Cl,HI <co. 
Proof. Let cy be such that C, c H. By (51, [a, a + w) c Cl, H, so w1 \(Y c Cl, H by 
Lemma 2.5. 0 
Fact 2.7. X is normal. 
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Proof. If H, K are two disjoint closed subsets of X, Lemma 2.6 shows that one of 
them is countable, hence compact, so they can be separated. q 
Fact 2.8. X is perfect. 
Proof. Let H be a closed subset of X. If H is uncountable it is co-countable by 
Lemma 2.6, hence it is G,. If H is countable there is an (Y with H c a. The set (Y 
is open in X and H is G, in cr, hence G, in X. 0 
We now show that X XX is hereditarily normal. We need some lemmas: 
Lemma 2.9. For each CY < wl, (a XX> U (XX a) is perfectly normal. 
Proof. For x E (Y let B c (Y be a compact open neighborhood of x. So B is 
metrizable, being compact and countable. Since perfectly normal spaces have 
perfectly normal products with metrizable spaces [2, 4.5.16a,b; 6; 71 both B XX 
and X x B are perfectly normal clopen subsets of (a xX> u (XX a). So (a x X) 
U (XX a) is a countable union of perfectly normal clopen subspaces, hence it is a 
countable union of a pairwise disjoint family of clopen perfectly normal subspaces. 
Therefore it is perfectly normal. 0 
Lemma 2.10. If H, K CX XX are 2-uncountable, then either (Cl.,,H) rl K # # or 
H n (Cl.,,K) + !d. 
Proof. If both H n A and K n A are 2-uncountable, Lemma 2.6 finishes the proof. 
Assume that H n A is not 2-uncountable, hence H\A is 2-uncountable. Let LY 
be such that B, c H\A. Then (8) implies 
[LY, (Y + w) x [cy, cr + o) c Cl,,,B, c Cl,,,( H\A) c Cl,,,H. 
And, by Lemma 2.5, 
(~,\a) x (~,\a) = Cl&[a, w +w> x [a, a +w>) cCl,,,H, 
so (Cl,,, H)nK#@. 0 
Lemma 2.11. For each p E A, Cl,,,O, = Oa U A. 
Proof. Recall that 0, = lJ{O X 0: 0 E @$. Note that Cl,,,O, 3A, by Lemma 
2.5. Since @0 is a discrete clopen cover of p + o in (/3 + w, TV+,,,), (Cl,,,O,> n 
[~p+~~xxuxx~p+w~l=op. 
So let x, y>p+w with (x, y)~Cl 7x70p. We show x = y. Pick a sequence 
(p,: n < w) of points from 0, converging to (x, y). For n < w, let p, = (p,“, p:). 
So (pi: n < o) converges to x and (p:: n < w) converges to y. 
Let (Y E A be such that x E [a, (Y + o), so p < (Y, since x > p + w, hence by (9) 
there is an m so that for each k > m and 0 E gDb, if 0 n U,” # fl then 0 c U,“. For 
each k > m if p,” E U,” then if 0 E &a contains pi we have 0 c U,“, but since 
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(pz, p:) E 0 x 0 we also have pi E 0 c U,“, i.e., p,!, E U,“. So for each k > m all 
but finitely many of the p: are in U,“, since all but finitely many of the pt are in 
U,“, hence (pi: n < o) converges to x, so x = y. 0 
Note that there is a shorter argument for Lemma 2.11. Let x # y 2 p + w. We 
show that (x, y > @ Cl 7x70P. Let k be such that (9) holds for both x and y, and 
U,” is disjoint from U,f. Then <U,” X UYk> n 0, = @. We presented the long argu- 
ment first because after observing that looking at sequences is crucial we were able 
to construct the space. 
Fact 2.12. X x X is hereditarily normal. 
Proof. Let H, KcXXX be such that (Cl.,,H)nK=fl and Hn(Cl,,,K)=@. 
We find disjoint open U and V containing H and K respectively. Note that 
Lemma 2.10 implies that one of H and K is 2-countable. 
(a) Both H and K are 2-countable. Then there is an LY < wi such that H U K c 
(a XX) u (Xx (u). Lemma 2.9 implies that they can be separated in (a XX) u (X 
x a), and since this is an open subspace of X XX, H and K can be separated by 
open sets in XXX. 
(b) H is countable and K is 2-uncountable. If H/A is infinite then there is an 
A, = H\A. If the assumption of (7) holds for A,, we have that [(-u, (Y + w) X [a, LY 
+ w> c Cl,,& c Cl Tx,H. By Lemma 2.5, (wi \(Y) X (w, \a) c CI,,,H, hence 
(Cl,,,H) n K # fl. So the assumption of (7) fails for A,. 
Hence for any countable H with (Cl,,, H)nK=@,thereisafiniteFcAand 
a compact (and we may assume) open L CX with H CCL X o,> U (wl XL) U 
U 5 t F05. (This is trivial if H\A is finite and the above argument shows that this 
holds for H\A infinite.) 
But L is countable so Y = (L X ml> U (wl X L) is perfectly normal by Lemma 
2.9 and clopen in XXX. Hence we can separate H n Y and K n Y in Y. So 
without loss of generality we may assume that H c U 5 E F05. 
So by Lemma 2.11, Cl,,,Hc U,,FO,UA. 
There are two cases to consider: 
(bl) Cl 7XTH is countable, hence compact. Then the projections of Cl,,,H to 
both factors are compact so there is a compact clopen L CX with H c L X L. And 
L x L is perfectly normal (metrizable, in fact) so H and K can be separated. 
0-Q) Cl,,, His uncountable. Hence (Cl,,, H) n A is uncountable since each 06, 
.$ E F, is countable. By Lemma 2.5 there is a p > max(F) + w with A\@ X p) c 
Cl,,,H.Then KnAcPXPand HcUsEF05cpxP. 
Let U and W be disjoint open subsets of p X p so that H c U c U 5 E F05 and 
K n (p x p> c W. (For this observe that p X p is metrizable or use Lemma 2.9.) 
Note that (XxX)\Cl,,,(U 5rF05) = (XXX)\(A U U 5rF05) by Lemma 
2.11 so K\(pxp)~(Xxx)\Cl...(U~,.O~). 
Let V= WU[(XXX)\C~.,.(U~,~O~)I, so HcU, KcVand UnV=@. 
(c) H is uncountable and K is 2-uncountable. Recall that H has to be 2-uncoun- 
table. Let (Y < wr be such that H c ((u XX> U (XX a). 
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Claim. Cl,{n E (Y: I H n [(Ix) X ml> U (w, X {x)>l I = w,} is compact. 
Proof. Let Y = {x E a: I H n ({x} x ml> I = aI}. By Lemma 2.5 there is a p < o, 
such that Y x (q\p> c Cl,,, H. If Cl,Y is not compact it is uncountable since X 
is countably compact so by Lemma 2.5 again, there is a y < w1 with 
(@I\Y) x (w,\P) = (Cl,Y) x (w,\P) ‘CI,x,H. 
Hence (Cl,,, H) n K # @, a contradiction. 
The same argument shows that Cljx E cx: I H n (w, X {x)> I = ol} is compact, 
finishing the proof. 
Let L be a compact open subset of X with 
Cl,{x~cx:~Hn[((x} Xw,)~(w,~(x})]~=w,}cL. 
So (L x wl> u (w, x L) is perfectly norma and clopen, hence H and I( can be 
separated in it. But H\[(L Xw,) U( w1 XL)] is countable so by (b) it can be 
separated from K\[(L x 0,) U (wt XL)]. 
Hence H can be separated from K. 
This finishes the proof that XX X is hereditarily normal. 0 
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